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INTRODUCTION

Data mining is widely used in fields such as science, engineering, medicine, and business. With this 
technique, previously hidden insights have been unearthed from large amounts of data to benefit the 
business community (D. Che et al., 2013). Since the establishment of organizations in the modern era, 
data mining has been applied in data recording. For flexible data analysis, Begoli and Horey (2012) 
proposed three principles: first, architecture should support many analysis methods, such as statistical 
analysis, machine learning, data mining, and visual analysis. Second, different storage mechanisms 
should be used because all of the data cannot fit in a single type of storage area. Additionally, the data 
should be processed differently at various stages. Third, data should be accessed efficiently. To analyze 
Big Data, data mining algorithms that are computer intensive are utilized. Such algorithms demand 
high-performance processors. Many algorithms were defined earlier in the analysis of large data set. 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an analysis of different machine learning algorithms available 
for performing big data analytics.

BACKGROUND

C. Yadav et al., (2013) present a review of some old algorithms that can handle large data set as Nearest 
Neighbor Search, Decision Tree and Neural Network. A. Fahad et al., (2014) present a survey of exist-
ing clustering algorithms of different categories (Partitioning-based, Hierarchical-based, Density-based, 
grid-based and model based). Tsai et al., (2015) begins with a brief introduction to data analytics followed 
by the discussions of big data analytics. Some important open issues and further research directions will 
also be presented for the next step of big data analytics. D.Rajkumar and S.Usha (2016) review on vari-
ous big data mining algorithms and the methods employed to handle such a vast data is also discussed. 
J. Sangeetha and V. Sinthu Janita Prakash (2017) surveys about the big data mining techniques, data 
slicing techniques and clustering techniques and also discusses about its advantages and drawbacks. The 
performance and quality measurement of the big data mining algorithms, mining platforms, data slicing 
techniques and clustering techniques are discussed. Ripon Patgiri (2018) presents the taxonomy of Big 
Data and also present in-depth insight on the Big Data paradigm. Mounica Vennapusa et al., (2019) give 
the survey on applications and challenges of Machine Learning techniques, advanced learning methods 
towards Bigdata.
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FOCUS OF THE ARTICLE

Machine learning is a field of computer science that try to enable computers with the ability to learn 
without explicitly programming them. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an analysis of different 
Machine learning algorithms available for performing big data analytics. The ML algorithms are catego-
rized in three key categories, namely, supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised ML algorithm. The 
Big Data Analytics or Big Data Security analytics fully depends on Data Mining, where the Machine 
Learning techniques are subset of Data Mining (Ripon Patgiri, 2018).

Supervised Learning Algorithms

The supervised learning algorithms are trained with a complete set of data and thus, the supervised 
learning algorithms are used to predict/forecast.

Example problems are classification and regression. Example algorithms include: Logistic Regres-
sion and the Back Propagation Neural Network.

Unsupervised Learning Algorithms

The unsupervised learning algorithms starts learning from scratch, and therefore, the unsupervised 
learning algorithms are used for clustering.

Figure 1. Supervised Learning Algorithms

Figure 2. Unsupervised Learning Algorithms
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